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RECCOMMENDATIONS OF THE PACIFIC COAST FEDERATION OF FISHERMEN’S 
ASSOCIATIONS AND THE INSTITUTE FOR FISHERIES RESOURCES CONCERNING 
SAN FRANCISCO BAY-DELTA ESTUARY WATER QUALITY AND FLOW CRITERIA 

NECESSARY TO PROTECT SACRAMENTO RIVER FALL-RUN CHINOOK SALMON1 
 

 
BACKGROUND 
 
I am Bill Kier. I am a certified fisheries scientist. I lead a consulting practice, Kier 
Associates http://www.kierassociates.net, engaged almost exclusively in the assessment 
of data concerning salmon population and salmon habitat conditions in California, the 
Pacific Northwest, and the Gulf of Maine, and in providing recommendations to state, 
local, federal and Tribal governments, and others, based on such assessments, about the 
measures necessary to improve salmon habitat and increase salmon populations.  
 
Kier Associates has been providing these services for 24 years. 
 
I am presenting the recommendations advanced here concerning the San Francisco Bay-
Delta estuary water quality and flow conditions necessary to protect Sacramento River 
fall-run chinook salmon on behalf of the Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen’s 
Associations (PCFFA), the West Coast’s largest organization of working fishermen and 
fisherwomen, and the Institute for Fisheries Resources (IFR), a non-profit public service 
research organization affiliated with PCFFA. I serve IFR as a senior science advisor. 
 
I began my career as a fisheries scientist in the San Francisco Bay-Delta estuary for the 
California Department of Fish and Game 52 years ago. I am generally familiar with the 
state of fisheries and water quality science in the Bay-Delta estuary, and I have followed 
that science specifically as it relates to the conservation of Sacramento River fall-run 
chinook salmon. 
 
I have appeared before the State Water Resources Control Board and its predecessor 
State Water Rights Board many times over the past 50 years, both as a California 
Department of Fish and Game scientist and manager, and as an expert witness for 
various parties. Most of these appearances have concerned the flow requirements 
necessary for the conservation of Central Valley salmon. 
 
Sacramento River fall-run chinook salmon – referred to as ‘SRFC’, Sacramento River fall 
chinook, by the fishery regulatory agencies - are the backbone of the ocean fisheries 
from Santa Barbara, California north to Astoria, Oregon – a thousand miles of the 
nation’s Pacific Coast, including dozens upon dozens of coastal communities dependent 
to some degree, some quite heavily, on the region’s 150-year-old ocean salmon fishery.  

                                                 
1Submitted on 16 February 2010 to the California State Water Resources Control Board in conjunction with 
the Board’s 2010 ‘Informational Proceeding to Develop Flow Criteria for the Delta Ecosystem Necessary to 
Protect Public Trust Resources’, to be presented orally by Mr Kier during that proceeding’s hearings scheduled 
to begin in Sacramento, CA, on 22 March 2010. 
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The fishery has been shut down since 2008 due to the poor returns of adult SRFC to the 
Sacramento River.  
 
The Pacific Fishery Management Council (PFMC) has set a conservation goal of 
122,000-180,000 SRFC adult salmon returning – ‘escaping’ - to their natal Sacramento 
River basin streams. Spawning escapement of SRFC was estimated to be 88,000 in 2007; 
66,000 in 2008; and 39,530 – the lowest number on record – in 2009. From all 
appearances, the PFMC will ban salmon fishing for a third straight year in 2010. 
 
We have been here before 
 
We have been here before. In the summer of 1968 the California Department of Fish 
and Game and Fish and Game Commission urged the closure of the fishery for SRFC 
salmon. The fishermen resisted – this was before the federal Magnuson Fishery 
Conservation and Management Act of 1976 elevated such decision-making to the four-
state PFMC – the fishery continued, and the cause for the low SRFC numbers of the late 
1960s was eventually laid by State and federal fishery experts in large part to the poor 
design of the fish ladders at the Central Valley Project’s Red Bluff Diversion Dam, 
forcing reconstruction of the ladders to allow adult fall-run chinook salmon to reach the 
quality spawning habitat above Red Bluff.2 
 
It is not clear, of course, what may have happened to the fishery, nor to the public trust 
Sacramento River fall-run chinook salmon resource that supported it, had the fishermen 
failed to ‘speak truth to power’. They suspected that the SRFC decline had not resulted 
from over-harvesting of salmon and they insisted that the actual problems be addressed. 
 
And we have been here before in the matter of determining the ‘flow criteria for the 
Delta ecosystem necessary to protect public trust resources’ – more than once. 
 
What many of us believed would be the proceeding to determine the ‘flow criteria for the 
Delta ecosystem necessary to protect public trust resources’ to end all such proceedings 
was that conducted by the State Water Resources Control Board between 1986 and 1988, 
which produced the October, 1988 draft SWRCB ‘Water Quality Control Plan for 
Salinity, San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary’  – ‘Phase 1’ of what 
was to have been a two-phase proceeding, the first to determine the water quality and 
flow criteria necessary to protect public trust resources, the second to make the 
adjustments to water project operations needed to meet those water quality and flow 
criteria in the estuary. 
 
That 396-page 1988 draft Plan contains a great deal of science-based guidance 
concerning Delta water quality and flow criteria necessary to protect Sacramento River 

                                                 
2 The CVP’s Red Bluff Diversion Dam, which began operation in 1967, continued to be so problematic for 
salmon conservation that it is in the process of being replaced by an alternative, non-barrier river diversion 
device 
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fall-run chinook salmon – which we will get to straightaway, as we conclude these 
introductory remarks. 
 
The SWRCB’s 1988 draft Plan for the Bay-Delta estuary, that contemplating a Phase 2 
proceeding to consider the necessary adjustments to water project operations, created a 
political firestorm. For the first time in the SWRCB’s then-20 year history the board 
came under direct fire from the Governor’s office.3  
 
The calumny heaped upon SWRCB chairman Don Maughan, a nationally recognized 
expert in water resources planning and policy, by the CVP and State Water Project 
contractors threatened his pending reappointment to his post.4 In order to quell the 
political ruckus created by the water project contractors and to salvage his reappointment 
Mr Maughan repudiated the board’s 396-page 1988 draft Plan - the product of more than 
40 days of SWRCB hearings that produced 14,000 pages of testimony and 44,000 pages 
of exhibits as ‘merely a staff draft’, and effectively suspended those Bay-Delta 
proceedings. 
 
The next Governor, as it turned out, set the SWRCB up for another smack-down.  
 
Newly-elected Governor Pete Wilson declared in 1991 that the Delta was ‘broken’ and 
directed the SWRCB to prepare a plan for its protection and restoration. That plan, draft 
‘Water Right Decision 1630: San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary’, 
was released in December, 1992. That draft Decision also had a lot to say about the ‘flow 
criteria for the Delta ecosystem necessary to protect public trust resources’. 
 
The 1992 draft Decision was, like its predecessor, attacked by the CVP and SWP 
contractors. In language better suited to gang warfare, a memo concerning testimonies 
by the State and federal fishery agencies from the State Water Project Contractor’s 
general manager sneered ‘It’s time to take these folks on. They should be taken out.’ 5 
 
The Governor’s Office rang the curtain down on D-1630 when he issued a 1 April 1993 
stop-work order to the SWRCB6, claiming that the federal agencies had pre-empted 
Delta decision-making through the exercise of their Clean Water Act and Endangered 
Species Act responsibilities. 
  
 

                                                 
3 An earlier proceeding, that which resulted in the board’s Decision 1379, a water quality control plan for the 
Delta and Suisun Marsh, the then-director of the California Department of Water Resources joined San 
Joaquin Valley interests in attacking; the Resources Secretary backed the board’s Decision; and the Governor,  
Ronald Reagan, refrained from commenting publicly altogether.  
4 Sacramento Bee article ‘Reappointment of water board chief opposed’, Attachment 1  
5 Schuster memo, Attachment 2 
6 Governor Wilson’s letter, Attachment 3 
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This figure, prepared by Water for Fish, a fisheries advocacy organization, shows that as 
freshwater pumping from the Delta has increased returns of adult chinook salmon to their 
Central Valley home-streams has decreased dramatically. 
 
Speak truth to power 
 
California has a rich history, then, of political intervention in State Water Resources 
Control Board efforts to ‘develop flow criteria for the Delta ecosystem necessary to 
protect public trust resources’ – a Governor who threatened the board’s chair with 
removal from office if the board continued to identify and put in place protections for 
the Delta; and a Governor, who, after directing the board to fix the Delta because it was 
‘broken’, hit the board with a stop-work order when the freshwater requirements of that 
‘fix’ came under attack from federal and State water project contractors. 
 
The decades of political dithering over the needs of the Delta are self-evident. If the 
Delta was ‘broken’ in 1991 it is far more ‘broken’ today. 
 
Senate Bill 1 of the 2009-2010 Seventh Extraordinary Session of the California 
Legislature directs the State Water Resources Control Board, ‘pursuant to its public trust 
obligations (to) develop new flow criteria for the Delta ecosystem necessary to protect 
public trust resources’.  
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The legislation does not, as the board was counseled by Assembly Water Committee 
Chair Huffman on 7 January of this year,7 plunge the board into the politics of balancing 
the water quality and streamflow needs of public trust resources against those of the out-
of-stream water users – the precise role for which the board was created in 1967, the role 
that has proven so problematic since 1988. 
 
Our hope, then – the fishermen’s advice to the board – is that the board does precisely 
that requested of you by SB-1 and not try to ‘second-guess’ what issues its new flow 
criteria may present to the various new Delta factotums created by the legislation - or for 
the water contractors, for that matter. If anything is clear from the Bay-Delta estuary 
public trust resource protection experiences of the past twenty-two years, the ultimate 
power over the Delta is held by the Governor and Legislature, not by the ‘quasi-judicial’ 
State Water Resources Control Board that we all pinned our hopes on 43 years ago. 
 
End SWRCB’s practice of shuffling the real Delta problems to the bottom of the deck.. 
Let those with the demonstrated power – the Governor and Legislature - answer to the 
nation and the world if the San Francisco Bay-Delta estuary, the most important estuary 
on the Pacific Coast of North or South America, continues its decline. 
 
Look to the scientific truths available to this year’s proceedings and, in the words of the 
fishermen, ‘speak truth to power’. 
 
THE  DELTA AND ENVIRONS WATER QUALITY AND STREAMFLOW NEEDS OF 

SACRAMENTO RIVER FALL-RUN CHINOOK SALMON 
 
The water quality and streamflow requirements of Sacramento River fall-run chinook 
salmon in the San Francisco Bay-Delta estuary and environs is documented in detail in 
the 204-page statement ‘The Needs of Chinook Salmon, Oncorhynchus tshawytscha, in 
the Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary’ submitted to the State Water Resources Control 
Board as U.S Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Exhibit 31 in the board’s 1987 ‘Water 
Quality/Water Rights Proceeding on the San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin 
Delta’.  
 
This testimony by USFWS salmon scientist Dr. Martin Kjelson was vetted extensively 
among the Interagency Ecological Study Program agencies as well as with independent, 
non-agency scientists. 
 
The recommendations presented here, drawn in large measure from Dr Kjelson’s 
Exhibit 31, will focus primarily on the water quality and flow criteria needed to enable 
juvenile Sacramento River fall-run chinook salmon – ‘downstream migrants’ – safe 
passage in their trip from the Sacramento River across the Delta to San Francisco Bay. 
The evidence presented by Dr Kjelson and others makes clear that adult ‘escapement’, 
the return of adult Sacramento River fall-run chinook salmon to their natal streams to 

                                                 
7 See Huffman presentation notes, Attachment 4 
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spawn, is determined in large measure by the survival – the safe passage – of juvenile 
salmon traversing from the Sacramento River successfully to San Francisco Bay. 
 
Dr Kjelson lays it out clearly at page 2 of his testimony synopsis : 
 

‘The evidence presented in this report will demonstrate that habitat alterations in the 
Delta limit salmon production8 primarily through reduced survival during the 
outmigrant (smolt) stage. These lower survivals are associated with decreases in the 
magnitude of flow through the estuary, increases in water temperatures and water 
project diversions in the Delta. 

 
Smolt mortality in the Estuary will impact resulting adult salmon population levels. 
However, other factors that influence stocks and their measurement in upstream and 
oceanic waters make that impact difficult to quantify. Nevertheless, increasing smolt 
survival rates though the Delta is a critical step toward restoring natural salmon 
production in the Central Valley.’ 

 
He then goes on (page 3) to explain that the decade-long study he conducted as part of 
the Interagency Ecological Study Program found that: 
 

‘Smolt survival increased with increasing Sacramento River flow at Rio Vista, with 
maximum survival observed at or above 20,000 to 30,000 cfs. This relation was 
based on two independent measures of survival. 

 
Smolt survival is highest when water temperatures are below 66oF. Temperatures of 
76oF or higher are lethal to salmon and stress would occur as temperatures approach 
that level.’ 
 

Dr Kjelson then went on to note that the SWRCB’s salmon flow standards in place at 
that time, those established by D-1485 in 1978, calling for flows at Rio Vista during the 
April-June smolt emigration period of between 1,000 to 5,000 cfs would yield from zero 
to 2% survival based on the relationship between smolt survival and flow established by 
his research. 
 
Dr Kjelson concluded his synopsis of Sacramento River water quality and flow 
requirements by noting:  
 

‘Water development in the Sacramento Valley has reduced inflow to the Delta during 
the April-June smolt migration period. These reductions combined with the present 
Delta diversions off the Sacramento River have been enough to reduce average 
smolt survival in the Sacramento Delta by at least 30% since 1940. 

 
Potential measures to improve smolt survival through the Sacramento Delta include: 
increasing flows, closure or screening of the Delta cross channel, elimination of 
reverse flows in the lower San Joaquin and reducing Project export levels in the 
southern Delta.’ 

                                                 
8 ‘Production’ is the term used by fishery managers to refer to the ‘total elaboration of new body substance in a 
stock in a unit of time, irrespective of whether or not it survives to the end of that time.’, i.e, both the 
‘escapement’ of adult salmon, as used here, and their harvest 
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Applying the recommended Sacramento fall-run chinook salmon water quality 
and flow criteria to the Sacramento River and Delta 
 
Where Dr Kjelson fixed his proposed Sacramento fall-run chinook salmon out-migrant 
flow recommendation at Rio Vista, we would recommend moving it – the 20,000-to-
30,000 criterion – further upstream to take into consideration the combined effects of 
Georgiana Slough and possible Delta cross channel diversions of Sacramento River 
water, as well as the proposed hydra-headed ‘conveyance’ reportedly favored by the 
current Administration – up to, say, Freeport.  
 
Our recommendation is to split the difference between Dr Kjelson’s 20,000-30,000 cfs, 
the levels at which optimum levels of juvenile Sacramento River fall-run chinook survival 
across the Delta occurs, and set a public trust resource protection flow criterion of a 
minimum of 25,000 acre-feet of Sacramento River flow past all points of diversion, 
present or future, from an upstream point at Freeport to a downstream point at Chipps 
Island from 1 April to 30 June of each year. These Sacramento River fall-run chinook 
salmon public trust resource protection flows should be managed adaptively so as to 
maintain water temperatures well below 66oF. 
 
Adaptively managing the recommended Sacramento River fall-run chinook 
salmon public trust resource protection water quality and flow criteria   
 
The Interagency Ecological Program should replicate Dr Kjelson’s Sacramento River 
fall-run juvenile salmon smolt survival studies of the 1970s-80s. The new study should 
use sonic tags on the study fish to strengthen the level of its scientific certainty.  
 
The basic objective of any adaptive management of the flow criterion should, however, 
be the attainment of the Pacific Fishery Management Council’s well-established 
conservation goal for Sacramento River fall-run chinook salmon – a spawning 
escapement of 122,000-180,000 adult salmon. 
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Reappointment of Water Board Chief 
Opposed 
January 07, 1989 

SACRAMENTO — Angry water distributors in the San Joaquin Valley and urban 
Southern California are campaigning against the reappointment of W. Don Maughan as 
chairman of the state Water Resources Control Board. 

The opposition to Maughan stems from a proposal made by the water board staff Nov. 3 
to set aside more water in the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers for preservation of 
fisheries and to put a cap on future shipments of Northern California water to the south. 

It has drawn fierce protests from the southern half of the state, and the question of 
whether Maughan should be reappointed has become a focal point for the anger, even 
though the board has not yet taken a position on the staff proposal. 

"There are attorneys and water district managers up and down the state who figure the 
governor has a real problem," said Jason Peltier, managing director of the Central Valley 
Water Project Assn. "To say they're upset is an understatement. Outraged is more like it." 

No Support 

However, there is no support for Maughan from those environmentalists who believe the 
water board staff did not go nearly far enough in curbing water shipments to the south 
and saving water for the north. 

"We are not that happy with the standards ourselves," said David Fullerton, spokesman 
for the Committee for Water Policy Consensus, in which most San Francisco 
environmental groups are represented. "We don't consider Don Maughan to be 
particularly on our side." 

The powerful five-member board has the final say--short of the Legislature and the 
courts--on California water rights questions. The terms of Maughan and another member, 
Elisio Samaniego of Visalia, expire Jan. 15. All board members are appointed by the 
governor. 

So far, there has been no indication from Gov. George Deukmejian's office whether 
either will be reappointed. Urban and agricultural water interests in the southern half of 
the state have expressed no opposition to Samaniego. 

Stay on Job 

When terms of water board members have expired in the past, it has been customary for 
the governor to ask them to stay on the job until a decision is made on filling the job. 
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SWRCBMeeting - Remarks:
\

This is an auspicious moment for California water and for the, Delta, t-hr mnc;;t imnnrt;:m:l;,.

<;.stua[ynn the west coast eHhe Ameri£u~cause the public trust flow analysis you a~: fabeginning today - without exaggeration - could very well be the Iynchpin to saving the ~ ''''111( ...,hom its current ecological freefall. ~~ 'fAA1

Last year, as part of the historic water policy reform legislation, the Legislature mandated that

the State Board undertake ~ique and rather unprecedented~- under its public trust
authority, SWRCBis required to determine, in an accelerated, focused proceeding, the

instream flows necessary to protect the Delta's fish and wildlife resources. As one of the

..£Luthorsand negotiators responsible for this legislation, I wanted to be here this morning to~

~erscore the im orta of the work on which-'; oard and your staff are embarking~o rovide some contex and to ery specifically remin ou qnd the stakeholders who

are present today of the legislative charge that has been given.-./'~

As you all know, the State holds the fish and wildlife of the Bay-Delta estuary in trust for its

Citizens. Unfortunately, that public trust has not b~en well kept. For the first time in the

history of this great state, our salmon returns were so low that the entire fishery was closed 

for two consecutive years, and this year doesn't look much better. Populations of native fish

that once thrived in the delta have crashed, requiring numerous listings unde e state a~

federal Endangered Species Acts. There is plenty of blame to go around -J'i. .. ~\d~
in.stitution II~C ~&rJ1go~rt~lt cnt:'ustcd If/itR pretect1itg the Deltallin~ead

, J

allowed it to spin into a death spiral under their watch' e legislatur failed to act until a third

consecutive drought year elevated the Delta's ecological CriSIS 0 a P91itical impexative; and~

many, many other interests - whether through water diversions, discharges of pollutants, or

any number of other activities - contributed their share to the demise of the Delta

environment. -'1'Cf11 ~~·1"'1,·"~-'7""~
This historic proceeding iSoflanopportunity to make amends, and to carefully determine the
needs of fish and wildlife in the estuary to inform future plans and proceedings - so that

regardless of our 0 up 0 the public trust in the pa t, going forward we can get it- --.

right.

As you know, the Legislature's efforts last year 'Here st.IQO.glyinfltJPnrpr:! hy thp nelta \/jc;;il1)l

Strategic Plan. The legislation itself, as well as the legislative history - starting with the
•. I

informational hearing I convened a year ago, and continuing with the various drafts of what

becan'le the Delta Restoration Act - make that very clear.
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And a key conclusion of Delta Vision was that protecting salmon and other public trust
\

resources in the Delta will likely require greater flow~ - particularly in the Spring and Fall.~

There is a wealth of new scientific information on the Delta that has been generated since

Decision 1641, and I am encouraged that the Board will be carefully considering this scientificinformation and considering the information provided ~xpert fishery agencies, as well as
/I

sta keholders.

Ultimately, this [?roceeding is critical to the success of that Legislative package and related

processes,I'~ Bay Delta Conservation Plan} which is awaiting your guidance on the"
"volume, quality, and timing of water necessary for the Delta ecosystem under different

conditions." Toward that end, I would emphasize the following points:

1. PROCESS:

a. This was specifically intended to be an informal} informational process -- NOT a

formal adjudicatory proceeding. Time is of the essence. My legislative colleagues

and I designated this as a 9-month informational proceeding so that the Board

could develop public trust flow criteria in time to shape key assumptions and

decisions in the BDCP. The expectation is that the board w~allow public

participation} but will also do its own homework and utilize the considerable body

of available scientific information in developing these flow criteria.

b. Some stakeholders may urge you to adopt all of the trappings of a more formal

evidentiary hearings - including sworn testimony,cross-examination, rebuttal, etc.

They ~o require these things too - and we said NO. If Legislature had
wanted a formal adjudicatory process} I assure you the legislation would have

been written very differently - and the flow criteria resulting from the proceeding

would have been legally binding.

2. SUBSTANCEand SCOPE:

a. Your charge from the Legislature is to weigh in on public trust flow needs of the

Delta ecosystem. We}ve had proceedings and studies looking at particular pieces

of the picture - single species requirements under ESA,various water quality

I parameters} salmon doubling} etc. In this case} however} the Legislature is ~\"'~

1,h-i(h~1 / dl~g-.~e OJlH.eH:6-.1J:)Q~~:~~~JiE-bCi!lth~~ll,C-:'~

I~ r ./~ .t:tIJ-Ir71J. j" ,dVd;,( -kJ, 'C (X~. ,(.- Jk ~/t N ", t-J,h/a---.-:J );
(}t~ ~/ (}fr I'(,h~ J';~~ J:.. t:A cu/9,,{ Ist(b --:- ~ I~ ~ k1M' cJ?

off k .b~~~K~kd4:~5 ~ ~-1br/~JI)~~ ~ MA!J!.1 Pot~j-o
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In that regar . I'm I ,th b ar intends to look at Delta outflows. However,

r Inquiry soul not be limite 0 just that. Because your charge is to develop

1\ flow criteria necessary to protect the public trust resources of the whole estuary,

you will also need to consider information regarding flows coming into the Delta

from both the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers.

c. Lastly, I'm glad to see the Board is reserving to itself the right to exclude

information that is not relevant to the proceeding. Frankly, that is the only way

you can complete the ambitious task of developing these public trust flow criteria

within the time allowed. In that regard, it's important to remember that this

proceeding is not about water rights or operations. The legislation is clear that no----------- -- --
changes to anyone's water rights may occur without the full array of procedures

to which water rights are entitled under current law. There may be future tJproceedings where the Board~+~t~u~k trust flow needs~ ~

water rights, or operational issues, but that is not within the legislative charge you

have been given here.

'~

Thank you for the opportunity to address the board this morning. It is indeed an auspicious

moment for the Delta ecosystem, and I have every confidence that this board and your

capable staff will fulfill the duties that have been entrusted to you by the legislature. If I can

be of any assistance to you in the critical months ahead, please let me know.
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